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Abstract

In this paper, I examine the impact of constructing a new, large-scale natural gas

pipeline on environmental outcomes and fuel consumption patterns in China. I exploit

the construction of three major natural gas pipelines in China, constructed at differ-

ent times but operated by the same state-owned enterprise, as a quasi-experiment to

estimate the impact of pipeline projects as a driver of changes in air quality. I then

investigate the impact of the pipeline on firm and household energy choices providing

a mechanism to explain the reductions in air pollution documented previously. The

difference-in-differences estimates indicate that placing the pipeline into operation sig-

nificantly reduced emission intensity and led to an increase in natural gas intensity and

decrease in coal intensity in industrial sectors with more limited impacts on residential

energy consumption.
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1 Introduction

Across the developing world, significant efforts are underway to transform the energy com-

position of industrial and residential sectors, particularly in rural areas (Covert et al. 2016,

Barnes & Floor 1996). These changes are driven by goals of improving quality of life (Chris-

tiaensen & Heltberg 2014), reducing environmental impacts from “dirty” sources of energy

and spurring economic growth. In China, balancing rapid economic growth and the negative

impacts on air quality associated with the growth poses a significant challenge for policy-

makers. As coal reserves are abundant and extraction costs are relatively low, much of the

industrial expansion driving economic growth in China over the past several decades have

relied on traditional fossil fuels, leading to severe environmental problems. As an indicator

of these problems, in 2012, more than one million people died from complications related

to air pollution compared with only 40,000 in the United States (WorldHealthOrganization

2016).

China consumes more than 20 percent of the world’s total energy, with a large percentage

coming from combustion of coal. In fact, China uses more coal than the United States and

the European Union combined. Figure 1 presents the energy structure comparing China

with the United States and the European Union from 2000 to 2010. This figure shows a

large amount of energy demand in China with rapid acceleration beginning in the early

2000s. Much of this expansion in energy consumption has relied on coal which has long been

the dominant fuel in China and in recent years comprises approximately 60 percent of total

energy consumption. This greatly exceeds the energy generated from coal in the U.S. and

E.U. where coal only comprises 20% and 15% of total energy use, respectively. In contrast,

China is significantly lower in the consumption of natural gas and oil, with only 20% of total

energy attributed to these sources.

Pollution concerns and the need to seek a balance between economic and health outcomes

have led the Chinese government to establish a number of pollution reduction policies as well

as make significant investment in new energy infrastructures. Examples of pollution control
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policies include the 1985 Air Pollution Prevention and Control Law, later known as the

Two Control Zone policy, which designated prefectures into either acid rain zones or SO2

pollution zones. The main purpose of the policy is to regulate the use of high sulfur-content

coal at power plants (Gao et al. 2009). Another regulation introduced recently consists of

driving restrictions in many major cities. This policy requires private vehicle owners to forego

driving one day per week based on the last digit of their license plate numbers. On days

when air pollution is extreme, only vehicles with even-numbered license plate are permitted

on the streets on alternating days with odd-numbered vehicles (Viard & Fu 2015).

In addition to large-scale pollution reduction policies, China has also invested heavily in

energy infrastructures in an effort to reduce accessibility barriers to the adoption of new fuel

sources. Among the largest of these projects are a number of recently constructed natural

gas pipelines with the stated goal of providing access to natural gas to local communities

which previously lacked access to this fuel source. For each pipeline project, investment in

natural gas infrastructure was designed to encourage substitution away from coal to natural

gas, resulting in improved environmental outcomes. However, it is also likely that new fuel

sources could lead to expanded economic activity, partially offsetting the environmental gains

that arise from fuel substitution.

In this paper, I use the staggered construction of new, nationwide pipelines for natural

gas in China to estimate the impacts of increased natural gas provision on firm and house-

hold energy choices as well as the resulting impact on air quality. My estimation strategy

uses a difference-in-differences approach in a natural experiment setting to casual identify

changes in air pollution and fuel consumption. I exploit the geography and timing of pipeline

construction with cities along different pipelines receiving access to natural gas at different

points in time. I use cities along the initial line completed in 2004 as the treatment group

and those along subsequent lines not yet completed, but likely sited at the same time as the

first line, as the control group.

I use city-level data from 1999 to 2008 to ensure that there is a gap between the time
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when the initial pipeline and subsequent lines became operational. Defining year 2004 as

the cutoff for treatment, I first estimate the impact of constructing pipelines on changes in

emission intensity for four major pollutants. Second, I provide evidence of fuel switching

by examining increases in consumption intensity of natural gas and decreases in coal due

to the newly constructed pipeline. Third, I explore heterogeneous treatment effects by

examining differences between industrial and residential changes, and among cities with

different proximity to natural gas. For robustness, I present a number of specifications

which support my major findings as causal.

The primary results show that the construction of new natural gas pipelines reduced air

pollution intensity, led to the decreases in conventional fossil fuels and increases in natural

gas and that the predominant driver of changes in fuel consumption occurred in the industrial

sector with smaller changes in the residential sector. This finding suggests that constraints

beyond fuel availability are likely much more significant for households compared to firms,

potentially due to liquidity constraints when facing the prospect of needed expenditure to

switch fuel types in the short- and medium-run. I also find moderate evidence that cities

with natural gas distribution stations have larger increase in natural gas consumption.

The findings presented in this paper extend the growing literature examining the relation-

ship between recent natural gas (or shale gas) infrastructure construction and environmental

outcomes resulting from the changes in energy composition. While a number of papers

have addressed the environmental concerns associated with natural gas activity in developed

countries (McKain et al. 2015, Muehlenbachs et al. 2015, Gopalakrishnan & Klaiber 2013,

Finkel & Law 2011), there is relatively little literature investigating similar issues in the

developing contexts. By combining novel data sources with the staggered nature of the large

infrastructure projects, this paper begins to address this gap. The paper also fits into the

large body of literature documenting the benefits of environmental policies and projects.

Existing studies operated at national level (Cesur et al. 2016, Greenstone & Hanna 2014,

Auffhammer & Kellogg 2011, Chay & Greenstone 2003) generally find that environmental
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policies are able to provide substantial environmental and health benefits, although identifi-

cation is a key challenge in evaluating these effects. As countries like China seek to improve

their environmental conditions, there is significant investment in clean energy infrastructure

and technology aimed at meeting the dual objectives of improving environmental quality

and increasing economic growth by altering energy composition (Bretschger & Zhang 2017).

In evaluating natural gas infrastructure projects in China, I differ from many of the exist-

ing papers in several key ways. First, I examine the direct outcomes of such projects (i.e.

emission reduction and change in energy structure) rather than the indirect outcomes (for

example, infant mortality). Second, I focus on the heterogenous impacts across economic

sectors revealing different patterns of changes in energy composition across industrial and

residential sectors.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 details the West-East

Natural Gas Pipeline which drives my identification strategy. Section 3 describes the data.

Section 4 presents the empirical analyses and robustness checks. Section 5 discusses the

findings and concludes.

2 West-East Natural Gas Project

Over the past two decades, China has faced conflict between economic growth and environ-

mental performance, receiving pressure from both the domestic public’s awareness of health

concerns and international society1 to improve environmental quality (Qi et al. 2013). To

address this challenge, the Chinese government has established strict regulations to reduce

the emissions generated from manufacturing, construction and power-generating industries

(Ma & Ortolano 2000). In addition, China has attempted to shift from emission control

to source control by altering the domestic energy structure. The West-East Natural Gas

Pipeline is one effort made by the Chinese authorities to accomplish this and was designed

to transport natural gas from the west inland of China, where gas reserves are abundant, to

1Mainly about global warming and climate change.
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fast-growing areas along the eastern coast.

The project consists of the construction of three major pipelines shown in Figure 2.

The first pipeline’s construction started in 2002 and was put into operation in 2004. This

pipeline is designed to transport 420 billion cubic feet of natural gas annually from the Tarim

Basin in Xinjiang province, traveling more than 2,500 miles, to Shanghai municipality. A

second pipeline began its construction in 2008 and was completed in 2011. This pipeline

runs parallel to the original pipeline from Xinjiang to Gansu province, and then diverges

as it passes through central China, ending in Guangzhou city, Guangdong province. This

second line provides natural gas imported from mid-east Asia. Finally, a third pipeline was

constructed from 2012 to 2014 and runs parallel to the second pipeline, with a destination in

the coastal province Fujian in southeastern China. All three pipelines are operating under

the supervision of the China National Petroleum Corporation (CNPC).

Gas distribution stations are placed along the pipelines for two purposes. First, they are

designed to distribute natural gas to local communities located along each pipeline. Second,

they are designed, and placed, in such a way that they provide additional positive pressure

in the primary pipeline to extend transportation distance. Due to this objective, there exist

cities located along each pipeline that are not equipped with distribution stations, as the

siting of which depends both on the engineering need to add additional positive pressure to

the trunk and on local demand.

The construction of the primary pipelines has also induced the expansion of local branch

lines serving local communities. Figure 3 describes the length of branch lines in the treatment

and control cities. One can see that cities in the treatment group respond to the construction

of the first pipeline while cities along the subsequent pipelines eventually build additional

lines, albeit later due to the gap in construction time between the first and subsequent

pipelines. To the extent that branch lines appeared more quickly along the second and

third lines, these changes were likely driven by a combination of two factors. First, cities

along subsequent lines likely sped-up construction in anticipation of line construction having
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already seen the experience of cities along the initial line. Second, authorities constructed

a new liquefied natural gas (LNG) port in Guangdong province in 2006, overlapping with

seven cities in the control group2.

The total investment in the West-East natural gas project exceeds US $30 billion, making

this project the largest energy project undertaken in the past 15 years3. Upon completion,

more than 270 prefectures and 400 million people will have access to one of the three major

pipelines constructed under the project. To demonstrate the impact of the pipelines on

connectivity, Figure 4 shows the number of firms and households connected to natural gas

before and after the operation of the first pipeline. There is a substantially different pattern

between industry and household users’ connectivity to natural gas. For households, the

number of households in the treatment group connected to natural gas has grown faster

and earlier than that of the control group. While the numbers of industry users are not

significantly different between the treatment and control groups, indicating that rather than

growth at the extensive margin, non-residential natural gas consumption increases are likely

originating from the intensive margin. This is likely to the be the case for a number of

power-generating industries and other state-owned industries located in these areas4.

The construction of the West-East pipeline is also thought to have initiated an upgrade

in China’s energy structure by boosting the consumption of natural gas and substituting

away from coal, therefore improving the quality of environment (Mao et al. 2005). The

potential environmental benefits are significant. These pipelines are predicted to provide

420 billion cubic feet of natural gas, which equates to the consumption of 9 million tons of

coal per year. The annual reduction in emissions from replacing coal with natural gas are

expected to be 400,000 tons of SO2 and 8 million tons of CO2 by 2010 (Seymour 2004).

Despite this potential environmental benefit, there has been little empirical evidence to

2I address this potential confounder in the subsequent analysis with a port control variable.
3Dow Jones, 2006. PetroChina To Boost WestEast Gas Pipeline’s Capacity 42%.

http://uyghuramerican.org/article/petrochina-boost-west-east-gas-pipelines-capacity-42.html
4The drop of number of industrial users in the control group corresponds to the price hike of natural gas

in 2008 in the global market.
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directly evaluate the aforementioned reduction potential. Given the staggered roll-out of the

pipeline presents an ideal quasi-experiment to examine a broad range of impacts associated

with the provision of natural gas to areas previously underserved by this energy source, this

serves as the starting point of my empirical analyses of both changes in fuel composition and

environmental outcomes.

3 Data

Before describing the specific data sources that are used for analyses, I first walk through the

process of classifying cities into the treatment and control groups. The initial classification

uses GIS maps of pipeline locations to identify provinces along the expansion of the West-

East natural gas pipeline. Within each province, I then rely on prefectural government

annual reports, which stated the exact date of the cities’ access to the West-East natural

gas, to refine cities that should be included in the treatment group. For the control group,

only cities located on the second and third lines along segments that do not overlap with the

initial line are included.

The resulting treatment group consists of the following four cities in Xinjiang Uyghur

Autonomous Region (Urumqi, Turpan, Hami and Changji), three cities in Ningxia Hui

Autonomous Region (Yinchuan, Wuzhong and Zhongwei), eight cities in Gansu province

(Lanzhou, Jiayuguan, Jinchang, Baiyin, Wuwei, Zhangye, Jiuquan and Qingyang), two cities

in Shaanxi province (Yan’an and Yulin), ten cities in Henan province (Zhengzhou, Kaifeng,

Luoyang, Pingdingshan, Xinxiang, Jiaozuo, Xuchang, Luohe, Zhoukou and Zhumadian),

four cities in Shanxi province (Jincheng, Linfen, Changzhi and Yuncheng), eight cities in

Jiangsu province (Nanjing, Wuxi, Changzhou, Suzhou, Huai’an, Yangzhou, Zhenjiang and

Nantong), ten cities in Anhui province (Hefei, Bengbu, Huainan, Ma’anshan, Chuzhou,

Fuyang, Suzhou, Chaohu , Lu’an and Bozhou), three cities in Zhejiang province (Hangzhou,

Jiaxing and Huzhou) and Shanghai Municipality.
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The control group includes two cities in Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region (Karamay

and Bortala), one city in Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region (Guyuan), one city in Gansu

province (Pingliang), three cities in Shaanxi province (Xi’an, Xianyang and Weinan), two

cities in Henan province (Sanmenxia and Nanyang), three cities in Zhejiang province (Shaox-

ing, Jinhua and Quzhou), ten cities in Jiangxi province (Nanchang, Pingxiang, Jiujiang,

Xinyu, Yingtan, Ganzhou, Yichun, Fuzhou, Shangrao and Ji’an), five cities in Hubei province

(Wuhan, Jingzhou, Xiaogan, Huanggang and Suizhou), four cities in Hunan province (Chang-

sha, Yueyang, Zhuzhou and Xiangtan), seven cities in Guangdong province (Guangzhou,

Shaoguan, Shenzhen, Foshan, Zhaoqing, Dongguan and Yunfu) and three cities in Guangxi

province (Nanning Wuzhou and Guigang).

Having established the treatment and control groups, a unique dataset that covers the

cities listed above is assembled to contain the key information about natural gas infrastruc-

tures, energy consumption, airborne pollutants and industrial water pollution, climate as

well as additional variables characterizing the local socio-economic environment. Data of

natural gas consumption along with the information of local pipeline expansion is obtained

from the China Urban Construction Statistic Yearbooks. At the residential level, the con-

sumption data of liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) is provided by the same source. City-specific

data of industrial coal consumption is acquired through a large number of provincial and

prefectural statistic yearbooks and government reports5. I construct a measure of industrial

water pollution, using chemical oxygen demand (COD), which is a major pollutant in the

industrial waste water, from the China Environment Yearbooks.

As mentioned above, I rely extensively on the use of GIS maps to derive a number of

additional variables. The geographic information of natural gas infrastructures including

the locations of pipelines, stations and LNG ports are available on WorldMap from Harvard

University. The administrative map of mainland China comes from the Diva-GIS database.

5I appreciate the research assistance from Mengmeng Li for collecting data from city-level statistic
yearbooks in the National Library of China since many of these yearbooks are not available in electronic
format.
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I use ArcGIS to combine geographic information and airborne emission data, which is down-

loaded from the Emission Database for Global Atmospheric Research (EDGAR). Following

the same approach, I have derived data of annual precipitation and monthly air temperature

using high-resolution satellite images from the Climate Hazards Group InfraRed Precipi-

tation with Station (CHIRPS) and Climatologies at High Resolution for the Earth’s Land

Surface Areas (CHELSA).

Finally, a series of variables characterizing the local economy, which are believed to

be important factors driving energy consumption, are collected from the China Statistical

Yearbook for Regional Economy and the China City Statistical Yearbooks. These variables

include but are not limited to population density, GDP for separate industries, number of

firms, amount of loans and deposits, amount of investment in pollution controls, household

income and expenditure, number of patents and number of schools.

The resulting dataset contains approximately 700 observations spanning ten years from

1999 to 2008 for 81 cities along the newly constructed natural gas pipelines, representing

a large part of the western inland, central, eastern and southern China6. In what follows,

I briefly describe how the original data is processed and provide initial summary statistics

highlighting the spatial and temporal variation needed for the identification in the empirical

estimation.

Summary statistics of fuel consumption across industrial and residential sectors are re-

ported in Panel A of Table 1. The information is presented separately for the time period

before and after the operation of the first pipeline as well as for the treatment and control

groups. I subtracted the residential consumption from the total amount and use the re-

maining energy consumption as the measure of industrial consumption for natural gas and

coal7. Using the data on fuel consumption, two measures of energy structure at the city

6Ideally, I should have 930 observations for 93 cities spanning 10 years. However, for Huainan in Anhui
province, Wuzhou in Guangxi province, Weinan in Shaanxi province, Jinchang, Baiyin, Wuwei, Pingling and
Jiuquan in Gansu province, Wuzhong, Guyuan and Zhongwei in Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region, data of
industrial coal consumption is not released to the public. And for the remaining cities coal data might not
be available for a given year.

7I combine all non-residential sectors into a category and refer to this category as industrial, which is
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level are constructed. For industrial consumption, I calculate the “fuel consumption ratio”

by dividing the amount of fuel consumed by nominal GDP. I normalize fuel consumption for

two reasons. First, the existing literature has shown this to be a better measure of energy

structure as it transforms raw consumption units into a relative measure of economic inten-

sity (Thomson 2003). In the developing country setting of China, a second advantage is that

these normalized consumption measures capture non-linearities between economic growth

and energy consumption. For the residential sector, I form a second measure by transform-

ing total consumption into per capita consumption. Examining the summary statistics for

each of these measures in panel A, I find increase in natural gas intensity and decrease in

coal intensity for both groups, while changes are much smaller in magnitude in the control

group, compared with those of the treatment group.

I present information on airborne pollutants in Panel B of Table 1. The data derived

from satellite images are originally expressed in mass flux (kg/m2/s) and therefore have

been transformed into annual amounts of emissions by aggregating over time and space.

After this conversion, the data represent total emissions rather than surface flows. I focus

on the emission of four major pollutants, namely PM10, PM2.5, SO2 and NOX as these are

among the most prominent emissions stemming directly from coal burning. As with the fuel

consumption measures, the raw emission amounts are divided by nominal GDP to obtain

a scaled indicator of the intensity of emissions (WorldBankGroup 2017, Majumdar & Kar

2017). Examining emission intensity of these pollutants across groups and time, I find that

emission intensity fell over time for both treatment and control groups and the treatment

group experienced a greater degree of reduced emissions compared to the control group,

which is consistent with the results in Panel A.

The level of fuel consumption and emissions are likely to be influenced by the location-

varying attributes, a number of which are summarized in Panel C of Table 1. Specifically,

I separately calculate the share of GDP generated from the industrial sector and service

the dominant sector among non-residential users.
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sector. These shares will capture the structural transitions within the local economy over

time. Information about the total number of firms, number of large firms defined as those

with annual sales above five million Chinese Yuan and industrial loans and deposits are used

to represent the scale and financial situation of local industry. The innovation power of

local industry is accounted for by including the number of patents proposed by local listed

companies8. Additional covariates associated with residential fuel consumption include the

average household income and expenditure, as well as a measure of education level using the

number of high schools. For weather conditions, I include annual precipitation and summer

and winter mean temperatures.

Overall, the summary statistics in Table 1 highlight substantial economic growth over

time and space as well as non-negligible heterogeneity across the study area. For the econo-

metric analyses, this suggests that controlling for a number of observed and unobserved

time-varying changes are likely needed to identify the impact of the pipeline project on fuel

consumption and emission reduction. For more description of these variables, see table A1.

4 Empirical Analysis

Identification of the impact of infrastructure investments on energy composition and en-

vironmental outcomes relies on the ability to control for unobservable factors that might

confound the treatment effects of interest. In the current setting, I propose a natural exper-

iment to identify causal inference. I define cities along the first pipeline as the treatment

sample and those along the second and third pipelines, observed prior to the operation of

those pipelines, as the control sample. I draw observations between 1999 and 2008 to ensure

there is a gap between the time when the first pipeline and the subsequent pipelines were

separately put into operation. A valid counterfactual requires that there should not exist

8This is done by first downloading all the listed companies’ stock code from the Shanghai and Shenzhen
Stock Exchange and extracting all the companies labeled in the categories of manufacture, construction,
mining and energy-generating. Then the address information provided by the companies is used to assign
them to different provinces and cities. Finally, after matching companies with cities, the number of patents
are summed.
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systematic differences in the pre-existing trends in the outcome variables. This is especially

true in the case of natural gas as prior to 2004 there was no access to natural gas for most

cities in China, thus the amount of natural gas consumption was minimal throughout the

sample before 2004.

To provide empirical evidence supporting the validity of the quasi-experiment setup, I

plot industrial natural gas and coal intensity in Figure 5 over time and separately for the

treatment and control group9. The vertical line indicates when the first natural gas pipeline

was put into operation. From Figure 5 one can clearly see a similar pre-existing trend of

natural gas intensity between the treatment and control group, suggesting that there would

be a similar fuel consumption pattern in the absence of the project. More importantly, there

is a significant trend break beginning from 2004, which is commensurate with the timing of

the project10. For industrial coal intensity, I also observe a similar pre-existing trend and the

divergence between the treatment and control group becomes apparent after the operation

of the first pipeline. It is worth noting that, as cities in the treatment group reduced their

coal consumption in 2004, this likely had impacts on the market for coal in the short-run.

This is partially reflected in Figure 5 as there is a slight upturn of coal intensity for the

control group which would be expected if prices decreased in the short-run due to reductions

in demand driven by the operation of the pipeline.

I plot the emission intensity in the same way in Figure 6. There is an overall decline in

emission intensity for both the treatment and control group over time and the pre-existing

trends are similar across different pollutants. The trend breaks starting from 2004 are

more apparent for SO2 and NOX , which are possibly driven by declines in coal-burning.

For particulate matter, the difference between the treatment and the control group is less

significant. This may reflect that the data derived from satellite images captures emissions

9I focus on the intensity of natural gas, coal and emissions because they are the most direct policy
outcomes.

10One may suspect that the rapid growth of natural gas intensity starts from 2005-06. This is because
the first pipeline was put into operation in the middle and late period of year 2004, therefore the observed
consumption has a small increment.
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not only from industry but also from daily economic activities, such as vehicle use, which is an

important contributor of particulate matter. In addition, previously established regulations

targeting particulate matter in the energy generation sector may have muted the impacts of

fuel substitution on this pollutant.

In addition to plotting the trends for the outcome variables of interest, I also conduct

a balancing test for the control variables in the pre-existing period across the treatment

and control groups. Table 2 reports the corresponding mean differences between the two

groups. I find that the majority of the variables characterizing industry activities do not have

significant differences between the two groups. However, there is some significant differences

in population density, firm numbers and household income. It is not surprising that the

government would have constructed the first pipeline to serve slightly more populated areas

with more concentrated industries. Despite this, the numbers of firms connected to natural

gas does not differ between the two groups. I also plot the distribution of control variables

over years comparing the treatment with the control group in Figure A1 as a robustness

check.

Another concern arises if time-varying unobservable factors systematically influencing

the outcome variables are correlated with the pipeline location. The policy setting of the

West-East natural gas project helps alleviate this concern. In designing new pipelines, the

Chinese government makes development plans every five years, and the plans for constructing

the first pipeline and the subsequent ones fell into consecutive five-year time frames. The

first and latter pipelines were constructed as part of a single project11 and also operated

by the same state-owned enterprise, CNPC, making them likely to have been planned at

close time points given the short time span between the completion of first pipeline and the

construction of the other two. In other words, if the central government did select cities

to be located along pipelines systematically due to specific energy composition patterns or

environmental conditions, it is very likely that cities on the first pipeline and those on the

11This is especially true given the three pipelines are overlapping from Xinjiang to Gansu provinces.
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latter ones were selected using the same criteria, both observed and unobserved.

Having established baseline trends between the treatment and control groups as well as a

policy scenario where selection was likely similar for both the first and subsequent pipelines,

the econometric estimation proceeds using a difference-in-differences (DID) approach. The

basic DID setup is specified as:

yit = α + βtreati × postt + γtreati + δXit + ηi + θt + εit (1)

where i indicates city and t indicates time. yit is the main outcome of interest, which can be

natural gas intensity, coal intensity or emission intensity. treati is an indicator for treatment

and takes value of one if a city is along the first pipeline and zero otherwise. postt is an

indicator taking value of one after operation of the first pipeline in 2004 and taking value of

zero prior to that time. Xit is a vector of city level characteristics. ηi denotes city specific

fixed effect and θt denotes time fixed effect. In reporting the estimation results, standard

errors have been clustered at the city level.

The primary estimate of interest is β, which captures the impact of providing access to

natural gas on the intensity of fuel consumption and on the intensity of emissions. If the

West-East natural gas project contributes significantly to energy transition and potential

environmental improvement in cities along the pipeline, one would expect a positive estimate

for natural gas intensity, and negative estimates for coal and emissions intensities.

Impact on the Emission of Airborne Pollutants

Turning to the results, I first examine the potential impact of constructing the natural gas

pipeline on environmental outcomes. It is an open empirical question if increases in economic

activity spurred by the provision of new infrastructure outweigh the potential benefits from

the associated reduction of coal use. To carry out this analysis, I use satellite data rather

than air pollution statistics reported by the Chinese government for several reasons. First,

government data on air pollution is not available for most cities in the sample during the

study period. Second, even for cities with available data, the data were based on observations
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at a single or very limited number of meteorological stations and as such are unlikely to be

representative of the whole city.

The estimation results are presented in Table 3. The dependent variables are emission

intensity of pollutants reported in kg/100 million Chinese Yuan. Column (1) through column

(8) report the estimates for PM10, PM2.5, SO2 and NOX respectively. The odd-numbered

columns are specifications without controlling for city characteristics and the even-numbered

columns report estimates including the control variables listed in Table 1. The results indi-

cate that the project helps reduce the intensity of emission of PM10 and PM2.5 by approx-

imately 1,300 kg and 850 kg per 100 million Chinese Yuan. Both estimates are significant

when control variables are included. For SO2, the estimated decrease in emission intensity

is about 4,000 kg per 100 million Chinese Yuan and for NOX the number is approximately

2,300 kg per 100 million Chinese Yuan. Both estimates are significant as well. The over-

all empirical evidence on emission reduction therefore suggests that the construction of the

natural gas pipeline has brought significant environmental benefits, adjusted for economic

growth, to the cities along the first line.

Impact on Industrial Fuel Use

One plausible explanation for the observed changes in emission intensity is through

changes in fuel composition induced by the provision of access to the new energy. In this

section, I explore the potential impact of the project on industrial natural gas and coal con-

sumption. Industrial fuel composition is of special interest as industry is the predominant

source of pollution in these areas. The estimates of changes in industrial natural gas and

coal intensity are reported in Table 4. The unit for natural gas intensity is 10,000 m3 per

100 million Chinese Yuan and for coal intensity is tons per 100 million Chinese Yuan. In

line with Table 3, column (1) and column (3) provide results with only city and year fixed

effects, and column (2) and column (4) report estimates with additional control variables.

Estimate in column (2) shows that the natural gas pipeline boosted natural gas con-

sumption by approximately 30,000 m3 per 100 million Chinese Yuan and estimate in column
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(4) suggests a corresponding decrease in coal intensity of around 5,000 tons per 100 million

Chinese Yuan. It is worth noting that the specifications with and without adding additional

control variables remain largely unchanged, which provides additional support for the validity

of the quasi-experimental setting. The increase in the intensity of natural gas consumption,

together with the decrease in coal consumption, is consistent with the prior findings of the

reduction in emission intensity, suggesting that improvement in environmental outcomes,

normalized by economic output, is attributable to changes in energy structure induced by

the provision of the new natural gas pipeline.

To further examine the impacts of the natural gas infrastructure project, I explore

whether there is heterogeneity in the estimated treatment effect depending on proximity

to distribution locations along the pipeline. To do this, I utilize the fact that only a sub-

set of cities in the treatment group are equipped with gas distribution stations and use a

triple-difference (DDD) estimator given as:

yit = α + γtreati + ϕstationi + βpostt × treati + ωstationi × treati

+ ρstationi × postt + τtreati × stationi × postt + δXit + ηi + θt + εit (2)

where stationi is an indicator for cities located at a distribution point and all other notations

are the same as defined previously. The parameter of interest is τ and is expected to have a

positive and significant estimate. While significance depends on the mix of control variables

included, in each case there is a positive coefficient associated with cities at distribution

points. The estimates are reported in Table 5. In table A2 I re-estimate equation (2)

with an expanded sample, including additional cities where natural gas consumption data is

available even if coal data is unavailable. These results show robust, positive and significant

effects of being located at distribution points.

Impact on Residential Fuel Use
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Although a less important source for emissions, residential energy use is critical in deter-

mining household health outcomes. Exploiting the same identification strategy, I estimate

the impact of operation of the natural gas pipeline on natural gas use and examine the

changes in energy use patterns at the residential level. I look at the consumption of a close

substitute for natural gas, namely LPG to examine whether energy composition changes are

occurring. The results are reported in table 6. The unit is m3 per capita for natural gas and

kilogram per capita for LPG. Examining columns (1) and (2), I find that providing access

to natural gas increases its use by 3.2 m3 per capita annually after controlling for GDP and

household income. Correspondingly, there is a significant decrease of about 2.1 kg per capita

in residential LPG use, indicating there exists a substantial change in residential energy

composition, albeit relatively less significant. It is likely that these more muted changes,

compared to industry, are due to well-studied liquidity and infrastructure constraints which

are likely to limit changes in residential energy use in the short term.

Robustness Check

One concern surrounding my identification strategy is the potential that local govern-

ments in the treatment group introduced stricter regulations or mandates on pollution control

upon operation of the pipeline. If this were to have occurred, the changes in fuel structure

and emission strength could be the joint outcome of the natural gas infrastructure and

these unobserved policy interventions. To rule out such a possibility, I conduct two main

robustness tests in this section.

The first test is to directly compare the stringency of environmental regulations between

the treatment and control groups. I use the share of fiscal expenditure on pollution con-

trol investment as the dependent variable and estimate the DID estimation similar to the

previous specification as defined in equation (1). The rationale behind this specification

is straightforward. If cities in the treatment group made greater efforts to improve their

environmental outcomes after the operation of the pipeline, the DID estimate should be

positive and significant. I use data from 2002 to 2007 as those are the only years when such
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information was reported in the statistical yearbooks12. The results are presented in Table

7 and show no significant differences between the treatment and control groups.

The second test is motivated by the fact that increases in the consumption of natural

gas and the associated decreases in coal are likely to only affect the emission of airborne

pollutants, not water pollutants. On the contrary, if the decrease in the emission intensity

of airborne pollutants is induced partly by stronger environmental regulations implemented

along with operation of the pipeline, it is likely that these regulations would impact both

air and water pollution. To test this possibility, I look at the DID estimator of COD emis-

sion intensity, which is a major measure of industrial water pollution. The positive and

insignificant estimate helps to rule out the possibility as shown in Table 813.

Finally, I conduct a number of additional robustness tests including nearest neighbor

matching and controlling for anticipatory effects. I report these specifications in Tables A4

through Table A8. The issue of missing coal data for several cities is also addressed in Table

A9 and Figure A2.

5 Discussion and Conclusion

It has long been a challenge for developing countries to balance their economic growth

with environmental concerns. The is partly because growth and income constraints prohibit

the ability of developing countries to commit to similarly costly environmental regulations

as in more developed countries (Greenstone & Hanna 2014, Jayachandran 2009). Alterna-

tively, investments in cleaner energy sources may serve to both improving economic outcomes

while simultaneously providing environmental benefits if they offset more environmentally-

damaging fossil fuel consumption.

In this paper, I provide the first quasi-experiment evidence that the expansion of natural

gas infrastructure over time and space has the potential to improve environmental outcomes

12Four cities in Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region (Turpan, Hami, Changji and Bortala) are excluded
due to data availability.

13Table A3 repeats my primary specification using this sub-sample from 2002-2007.
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by reducing coal intensity and increasing natural gas intensity among industrial and resi-

dential sectors. To identify this causal impact, I exploit the staggered construction of three

major pipelines in the West-East natural gas project that delivers natural gas services to

cities with their construction occurring at different times and across different locations in

China. My results show that the provision of natural gas significantly reduces the emission

intensity of airborne pollutants, which is likely driven by an increase in natural gas intensity

and decreases in coal intensity from the industrial sector. At the residential level, I also find

significant evidence that households adopt natural gas and reduce LPG consumption.

To interpret the point estimates, consider the average city in the treatment group, with

approximately mean GDP of 1,000 million Yuan. After the operation of the natural gas

pipeline, the economy generates less emissions. The reductions of the four major pollutants,

namely PM10, PM2.5, SO2 and NOX , are estimated at 1,300 tons, 850 tons, 4,000 tons and

2,300 tons respectively. Correspondingly, the city reduces its coal burning and increases the

use of natural gas. The annual consumption of natural gas increases by 30 million m3 and

the consumption of coal decreases by 50,000 tons.

At the residential level, I also find significant evidence that households adopt natural gas

and substitute away from LPG. Providing that the mean population of cities in the treatment

group is about 4.5 million, the annual residential consumption of natural gas in the average

city is approximately 14 million m3. The magnitude is much smaller compared with that at

the industrial level, suggesting the existence of substantial barriers for households to adopt

this new fuel source.

The economic profit of the increase in natural gas and decrease in coal consumption has

important economic implications for cities along the pipelines. The Chinese government

imposes emission taxes on industrial firms based on the amount of coal consumed, with a

tax rate of 1.5 Chinese Yuan per kilogram of coal. Providing access to natural gas therefore

has the potential to reduce the tax burden by 75 million Chinese Yuan, or 12 million US
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dollar per year for the average city in the treatment group14.

The increase in natural gas consumption is also likely to help with the government’s goal

of reducing energy intensity in the mid- and long-run (Zhou et al. 2010). China has replaced

part of its coal-burning power plants with natural gas combined cycle plants (NGCC) in

response to the recent expansion in natural gas production. The latter is known to have

a favorable energy efficiency almost twice as high as the former ones (Jenner & Lamadrid

2013). However, the overall gains from this conversion are likely to be small in the medium-

term as natural gas is a relatively small part of China’s total energy consumption given

the limited endowment of this resource. In fact, even after the operation of the pipelines,

economic expansion has actually increased overall levels of coal consumption even in the

following years. It is for this reason that the results should be interpreted in relative terms.

Overall, the results in this paper highlight the role of providing access to natural gas, a

form of clean energy, in reducing the emission intensity of four major airborne pollutants.

I find evidence that reductions are due to decreases in consumption intensity of coal and

increase in natural gas among industrial users. More broadly, the access to clean energy

appears to play a significant role in explaining the energy and emission patterns that are

emerging across developing countries investing in new energy infrastructures.

14Chinese Yuan is converted to US Dollar at the currency rate of 6.3 to 1.
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Figures

Figure 1: Energy Structure across China, U.S. and E.U.15

15The data are collected from the BP Statistic Review of World Energy 2016 and expressed in Million
Tons of Oil Equivalent.
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Figure 2: China Natural Gas Pipeline16

16The administrative map only contains the mainland of China.
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Figure 3: Expansion of local natural gas branch lines
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Figure 4: Number of Industrial and Residential Users
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Figure 5: Industrial Coal and Natural Gas Intensity (starting point normalized to one)
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Figure 6: Emission Intensity (starting point normalized to one)
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Test of Anticipatory Behaviors

I performed a series of robustness specifications to address the potential that firms in

treatment cities could have expected the construction of the natural gas pipeline and changed

energy use patterns in anticipation of completion, resulting in emission changes during the

pre-treatment period. To test if this anticipatory behavior is present, I create an additional

variable interacting year 2002 and 2003 with the treatment variable. If there is an antic-

ipatory behavior, one should observe a noticeable change in the DID estimator and the

newly-created variable. I report the estimation results for emissions and industrial natural

gas and coal use in Table A4. The first four columns present the estimation for the emission

of four pollutants. As one can see, the magnitudes of the DID estimators do not change

significantly. This is also true for estimates of industrial natural gas and coal use, which

are presented in column (5) and column (6). Looking at the variable testing anticipatory

behaviors, I find that it is not significant across the specification of interest, suggesting that

there is no anticipatory behavior that could potentially bias the DID estimates.
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Robustness Test for Access to Natural Gas Pipelines

To examine the mechanism by which access to the natural gas trunk is driving growth in

natural gas consumption, I construct a new treatment group with cities located near but not

directly along the first pipeline. I then compare these cities with my original control group.

The rationale behind this specification is that, as these “new” treatment cities are located in

the same provinces as the original treatment group cities, one would expect that if changes

in energy use induced by policies are occurring in these areas, rather than access to the

pipeline, these cities should have incentive to carry out such policies as reducing pollution

is good for local officials’ promotion. The results indicate that natural gas consumption is

not significantly different between the “new” treatment group and the original control group

(Table A5). This provides some additional evidence that my primary results are not driven

by provincial and prefectural pollution policies.
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Test of Geographical Attributes

In addition to including time-varying weather controls in the main specification, I now

consider if the boost in natural gas is induced by any unobservable geographical attributes.

One may suspect that, since most of the cities in the treatment group are located in the

north part of China where coal-burning activities are intensive17, the estimated treatment

effects may be correlated with specific attributes in these cities (i.e. strengthening regulation

on coal use, and winter heating policies). To rule out such possibilities, I divide the control

group into two subgroups based on whether the city is located in the north or south part of

China. Then I treat those northern cities as the new treatment group and those southern

ones as the new control group and run the DID estimations for fuels and emissions. The

results are reported in Table A6 and there are no significant differences between the northern

and southern cities, which suggest that the unobserved geographic attributes are not an issue

for the main identification.

17North part of China is defined by the QinlingHuaihe line. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qinling Huaihe Line.
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Estimation Using Nearest Neighborhood Matching

To further address the issue of unobserved attributes and test the validity of my iden-

tification strategy, I use matching to assemble a control group based on the pre-treatment

period. Using this matched control group, I proceed to estimate the DID model as specified

previously. For each city in the treatment group, I find one “closest” counterpart from the

control group based on GDP, share of industry GDP, share of service GDP, population den-

sity, number of firms, number of large firms, industry deposit and industry loan. I construct

this matched control sample using data only from 1999 and then maintain the matched

treatment and control observations across time. The reason to only use the earliest year in

the matching process is that observations were least likely to be affected by any early stages

of the natural gas project. After matching, the sample consists of 512 observations and the

DID estimates are reported in Table A7. The findings are consistent with my specifications

reported in the main body of the paper.
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Estimates of Non-Overlapping Sample

As have been mentioned in the main body of this paper, part of the first and second

pipelines overlap with each other. As the main purpose of the project is to stimulate the

consumption of natural gas in the eastern developed area of China, I further investigate

only the non-overlapping sample to see if the results would change and present the results

in Table A8. Overall, I find evidence consistent with my major findings18.

18The point estimates have smaller magnitudes because the GDP of cities in the eastern areas has bigger
scale.
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Addressing the Issue of Missing Data

As have been described in the data section, although I have identified 93 cities on the

natural gas pipelines, 12 of them do not release their coal consumption data to the public

and some cities having missing data in given years. To examine the impact of this data

flaw on my results, I report estimation results of natural gas intensity and emission intensity

using observations of the total 93 cities. I also plot the trend of emissions separately for the

treatment and control group using the full sample. The results are shown in Table A9 and

Figure A2 respectively.

From Table A9, one can see that the results are largely unchanged compared with the

ones reported in the main body of the paper. In Figure A2, there are apparent trend breaks,

especially for SO2 and NOX , starting from 2004, for which the pattern is very similar to

those reported in the main body of the paper (Figure 6).
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Figure A1: Distribution of Control Variables
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Figure A2: Emission Intensity (Full Sample)
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Appendix B

A Simple Conceptual Framework

In this section, I provide a simple conceptual framework that motivates the empirical

analysis. I focus on the firm’s production process to illustrate how a change in the cost

of natural gas alters the firm’s input decision, which can lead to ambiguous environmental

outcomes.

Assuming a city with a representative firm that uses three inputs, coal, natural gas and

capital for production, coal and natural gas are gross substitutes. The firm’s production

function is:

Q = Q(C,N,K) (3)

where C, N and K denote coal, natural gas and capital respectively.

By further assuming that the production function is separable by input type, I re-write

the production function as:

Q = Q(E,K) (4)

and

E = E(C,N) (5)

with E denoting the compound energy input. This separability indicates that the marginal

rate of substitution between coal and natural gas is independent of the capital input.

Turn to the cost function, the cost of the compound energy input E is defined as:

PE = P (PN , PC , N, C) (6)

with PC and PN denoting the price of coal and natural gas respectively. PE is assumed to

be strictly non-decreasing in both PC and PN .

A decrease in the cost of natural gas has two effects. First, because coal and natural

gas are gross substitutes, the input of natural gas will increase and the input of coal will
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decrease. Second, it leads to a decrease in the price of the compound energy, which will alter

the marginal rate of substitution between the compound energy and capital followed by an

increase in the former input.

The net cross-price elasticity of coal with respect to the price of natural gas can be

expressed as:

dlnC

dlnPN

=
∂lnC

∂lnPN

+
∂lnC

∂lnE

∂lnE

∂lnPE

∂lnPE

∂lnPN

(7)

The first term in the above equation is the gross elasticity of substitution between natural

gas and coal, which by assumption is positive. The second term has three components, the

first component is positive because the total amount of energy input is positively related to

both the amount of coal and natural gas. The second component is the own-price elasticity

of energy input, which by definition is negative. The third component is positive as defined

previously. As a result, the second term is negative.

With the first term being positive and the second being negative, it is clear that a

decrease in the price of natural gas will lead to ambiguous changes in the amount of coal

input, depending on the relative power of the gross substitution and the expansion of energy

input in the overall production process. This potential ambiguity motivates me to empirically

test whether the construction of the natural gas pipeline in China, which substantially lowers

down the price of natural gas, achieves its stated goal of decreasing the use of coal.
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